Eldred encourages diversity, curriculum changes

By COLLEEN McCARTHY
Saint Mary’s News Editor

Saint Mary’s College president Marilou Eldred dedicated her speech yesterday to informing students about enrollment, technology and campus improvements.

Eldred’s speech centered around what she referred to as “major vision priorities,” including enhancing the curriculum, connecting Saint Mary’s to the larger community and strengthening the internal campus interactions.

Eldred mentioned adding a service component to the curriculum in order to build the College’s connection to the community. She also spoke of increasing cultural diversity in the curriculum and adding cohesion to the general education program.

“By increasing diversity I mean not only by bringing a diverse group of students, faculty and staff but also in terms of adding diversity to the curriculum,” Eldred said.

Eldred then elaborated on her thoughts regarding curriculum. “I don’t mean to say that our current general education program is not coherent,” she said. “But I do think that there are things we can do to make it a more coordinated package of programs.”

The topic of enrollment, which has been an issue of concern, was addressed next by Eldred. As of March 13, the College had accepted 677 students and enrollment intentions from students who plan to attend Saint Mary’s in the fall are still coming in.

“We are way up in acceptances, which is great,” Eldred said. “We’re still holding out even to last year with acknowledgments but what I would really like to see is our acknowledgments go up.”

Eldred did emphasize that without the final figures for admission in for this year, the College needs to be careful about being overly optimistic.

Maintaining the high retention rate and number of students transferring into the College are other concerns for the future, according to Eldred.

“We have a very good retention rate nationally,” she said. “I also think it is realistic for us to assume that in the future our transfer applications will increase.”

Among the efforts underway to stabilize see ELDRED / page 4

Deane: Burke’s writings consistent

By MATTHEW LOUGHRAN
News Editor

Irish political theorist Edmund Burke, despite numerous different readings of his work, has an inner consenus in his views on the East India Company, the French Revolution and the Protestant ascendancy in Ireland, according to Keough Chair of Irish Studies Séamus Deane in the closing plenary address to the Great Irish Rebellion Conference last night in the Center for Continuing Education.

“It is a little odd to end a conference about events that happened in 1798 with a speech about a man who died in 1797,” Deane joked.

“But if Burke had lived through to the next year, he would have seen his worst fears for the world and for Ireland realized,” he explained later on.

Deane said that he would not address Burke’s writings about the East India Company because of its sheer volume. But he did use Burke’s writings see IRELAND / page 4

Kernan to give commencement speech for ‘98

By HEATHER COCKS
Editor-in-Chief

Indiana Lt. Gov. Joseph Kernan will deliver the principal address at the University’s commencement exercises for the class of 1998, according to Notre Dame Public Relations and Information.

The former mayor of South Bend, whose nine-year term is the longest in the city’s history, will also receive an honorary doctorate at the University’s 153rd graduation ceremony on May 17.

“He is a distinguished Notre Dame (1968) alumnus,” said Dennis Moore, director of Public Relations. “He was a war hero and a prisoner of war in Vietnam, and now, as lieutenant governor, his political career is just taking off.”

Senior class president Beth Nolan, though respectful of Kernan’s accomplishments, showed less enthusiasm for the selection.

“I’m disappointed,” she said. “Being a POW and a war hero, I’m sure he’ll be interesting, but the senior class government is disappointed, and not just because the only way we heard about it was by stumbling upon the press release.”

“I mean, the University of Oklahoma got Margaret Thatcher, and we...one of the nation’s top 20 universities, can only get a lieutenant governor,” she said. “We feel our suggestions were not taken seriously.”

In January 1997, the class of ’98 officers submitted a list of possible speakers at the University’s request, according to Nolan. That list included Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, Marian Wright-Edelman of the

see KERNAN / page 4
**Alumni condemn anti-affirmative action ruling**

Earlier this week, the New York State Supreme Court dismissed claims of negligence and fraud made against the University by a southeast Minneapolis neighbor. Maas, a man that effectively preempts a court trial. Maas filed eight claims against the University in 1995, seeking over $1.5 million for alleged damages suffered during sexual harassment procedures which took place in 1994. Cornell has yet to respond to the charges, but a decision is expected. The sexual harassment proceedings were initiated by the College of Arts and Sciences in response to complaints filed by four former undergraduate females against Maas. An elected faculty committee of the arts college, the Professional Ethics Committee, concluded that Maas "repeatedly behaved both unprofessionally and inappropriately in his relationship with [three of these students, and that in effect this behavior constituted sexual harassment]. In the case of the fourth student, Maas was found to have committed sexual harassment.

**University of Minnesota**

**Toxic leak sparks lawsuit**

A class action suit accusing a southeast Minneapolis Milling company of exposing area residents to toxic fumigants leaves the door open for community members to join in. Nine people have officially filed a suit against Archer Daniels Midland Co. The company owned a building fumigated by Industrial Fumigants, Inc. The fumigating company is also a defendant in the suit. The building in question is a mill that is connected to surrounding buildings by underground pipes and tunnels. Attorneys for the plaintiffs said University employees and students have been exposed to fumigant chemicals. Andrew Flawn, former director of residence and statistical manual of the University, was signed by University. "The Hopwood decision has had a devastating effect on the University student body, drastically shrinking the numbers of Hispanic and African-American students in attendance," the letter states. "We are united in our position that cultural diversity and educational opportunity for all must remain a paramount goal of the University."

**University of Michigan**

**Attorney challenges housing policy**

University officials do not know who tore off a $1,500 bulletin board from a sixth floor room in Cozere Residence Hall on March 19. But the group that committed the crime cost of replacing the bulletin board along with the floor's resident's personal property. According to a letter sent to sixth floor residents by Cozere Coordinator of Residency Education Edwin Mayes. Housing Informaiton Director Pat Monahan, the group that damaged the bulletin board has been identified. The bulletin board has been identified by the University has on four occasions charged entire floors for property lost or damaged by students who committed the offense. Housing officials were unable to estimate the total amount billed in all of the incidents. ACC Arbor attorney David Cahill said that the University has the right to sue the group. "A landlord cannot just charge a tenant caused damages," Cahill said. "If the tenant says, 'no this is not my damage,' the landlord has to sue the tenant for the damage in Court.

**University of Florida**

**Study to show effects of caffeine**

Students who drink soda and coffee may see caffeine as harmless, but a study being done by the clinical psychology department may reduce the amount of caffeine students consume by showing them its side effects. The study, scheduled to be completed by summer 1998, is headed by 27-year-old graduate student Shannon Jackson. Jackson said it targets students who are regular coffee drinkers—at least one cup a day. "Caffeine makes people focus on extreme things, such as anxiety, and want to steer people away from that," Jackson said. Two groups were tested, one gave an addictive drug and some students abuse it. Jackson added that there are several types of caffeine disorders. According to the "diagnoses and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders" these include caffeine intoxication, caffeine withdrawal, caffeine-induced anxiety disorder and caffeine- induced sleep disorder.

**South Bend Weather**

**National Weather**

The Acuweather forecasting awards for Thursday, April 2. Links separate high temperature zone to the day.
Cesaro names officials; students criticize The Observer

By TIM LOGAN

Approval of officers, explanation of senate committees and discussion of an article in Wednesday's edition of The Observer were among the topics discussed at the first Student Senate meeting of the 1998-99 term, which began with the leaders of student government calling for a successful year. "The office of the president is looking forward to working with the senate in the next year," said student body president Peter Cesaro, who hoped to increase cooperation between the senate and the Executive Cabinet in the future. "We're all working for the same thing." The senate selected several of its officers last night. Student body secretary Mike Palumbo was unanimously approved to hold that position in the senate. Former secretary Mark Higgins was chosen as senate parliamentarian, a position he will hold for the entire student government. It was also announced that Phil Donner, senate representative from Old College, will be the body's chaplain. The senate elected its representatives to the Campus Life Council and the Financial Management Board as well.

Asian-American week includes literary discussion

By AMELIA CHRISTENSEN

A literary roundtable met to discuss the American author Amy Tan Tuesday as part of the Asian-American Association's Festival of LaFortune. The roundtable discussion, led by University President Father Malloy, focused primarily on the issues presented in the book and how they applied to (both the Asian-American student's life and American society in general) dialogue. "The roundtable presents us with both the opportunity to share culture and how the expe- riences of the characters in the book compare with our own," said Justin Liu, current vice president and president-elect of the Asian-American Association. "It also provides us with an opportunity to discuss American-Asian issues along with Father Malloy while we get ready for Heritage Week," he said. The event was well attended, according to Igiri. The event was well attended, according to Igiri. The event was well attended, according to Igiri.

LAST CALL for the Class of 1999 Council

Anyone interested in helping plan our last year at Notre Dame, please stop by the class office, 213 LaFortune for an informational sheet, or come to an informational meeting Monday, April 6 at 7:30 p.m. on the 2nd floor of LaFortune.

- Pep Rally's Class Dinners - BW 3's, Bruno's
- Class Masses - Ring Blessing
- Fundraising - T-Shirts
- Sr. Scrapbook
- Web Page

1998 Student Senate Officers

President: Peter Cesaro
Vice-President: Andrae Selak
Secretary: Michael Palumbo
Parliamentarian: Mark Higgins
Chaplain: Phil Donner

Student Business Board General Manager for the 98-99 academic year.

Duties will include oversight of the finances for the Irish Gardens, Adworks, and ND Video as well as other administrative duties.

*Applications can be picked up in the Student Activities 315 LaFortune.
*Questions call Crystal at 243-8769
*Applications due by April 8th at 4:00 p.m.
Eldred continued from page 1

The Alliance seems to be the appropriate discussion openly and express of view and to be always sure the forming of the Feminist respectful," ways.

Another development Eldred discussed was the bond issue, which will be a concern for the next two years. "The Board of Trustees authorized us to borrow up to $30 million to enhance our campus," Eldred said. "The major piece of that money will go to technology.

These technology improvements will include wiring residence halls to allow every student to have simultaneous access to computers.

"This is a significant enhancement for Saint Mary's College and I think it indicates the commitment the Board has to making sure that we are state-of-the-art technologically," Eldred said.

The rest of the bond money will be used for new windows, fire safety, energy management and improving furniture in campus buildings as well as replacing some furniture in residence halls. In housing, Eldred took a moment to discuss the recent controversy that surrounded her denial of club status to the Feminist Collective.

"We can and should find ways to express varying points of view and to be always sure that we are doing that respectfully," Eldred said.

"Then we should be able to discuss openly and express varying points of view in order to open the discussion when that seems to be the appropriate direction in which to go," she commented, citing the compromise that was reached in the forming of the Feminist Collective.

Ireland continued from page 1

about the French Revolution of 1789 to explain what was once described by William Butler Yeats as Burke's 'anti-modernism.'

"According to Burke, it is power that makes it difficult to differentiate between the real and the phantasmal," Deane said. "This power produces a conversion technique between the actual and the theoretical.

"For example, [French theorist Jean Jacques] Rousseau, who Burke called 'the great apostle of benevolence,' took the very real human emotion of love and changed it to a very theoretical concept of 'benevolence,'" Deane said. "[Rousseau] was said to preach benevolence and practice cruelty, which brings him into the terrible realm of modernity."

Deane added that Burke's writings about the exclusion of Irish Catholics from the governing of Ireland and the end of the 18th century was an example of the theoretical, modern aspect of policy over taking the real, traditional
direction in which to..." and the end of the 18th century was an example of the theoretical, modern aspect of policy over taking the real, traditional.

"This was an exclusion that was not native to the British constitution," he said. "It created an unreal system."

In addressing Burke's statements about the younger generation in Ireland, Deane claimed that it fueled this view of a descent into modernism.

"What he saw was a generation of people that had constantly and consistently become ghosts of their parents," Deane said. "These people were not only a pale shade of the previous generation, but they had lost the capacity to feel. Their hearts had become hard. They had learned not to feel and were learning not to think.

"Human nature had changed," he said. " Fury had replaced loyalty as the driving force in society. People could kill for ideas."

Deane's address was part of the last day of the Great Irish Rebellion Conference and the first day of the American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies (ASECS) Conference, a meeting of more than 800 scholars from 25 countries. The ASECS Conference will last until Sunday night and feature seminars all day long on various topics regarding the 18th century. Seán O'Haiggin, Irish ambassador to the United States, was present at Deane's address and at the reception that followed.

"Since I came to Washington, D.C. a few months ago, it has been my ambition to visit Notre Dame, which has been a very, very great part of the Irish legend," he said in introducing Deane.

"I think that it is a tribute to the bridge between the Irish government and Notre Dame that this conference can be held here."

Kernan continued from page 1

Children's Defense Fund, former President of Ireland Mary Robinson, South African President Nelson Mandela and Andrew Young.

"It was ridiculous," said former student body president Matt Griffin, who led the home junior class. "They (Notre Dame) wanted personal contacts for all six people we suggested, and that is a lot to be demanding of a student, especially in the time frame we were given."

"I am absolutely not true that the (University) did not take those suggestions seriously."

"It isn't a matter of us having an official reason [for the selection]," he added. "In reality, we have a whole basket of reasons."

BIOPGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

A South Bend native and Saint Joseph County High School alumnus, Kernan graduated from Notre Dame with a government degree and two monograms for playing on the baseball team.

His six-year service to the U.S. Navy began in 1968; four years later, while flying over North Vietnam, he was shot down and served 11 months as a prisoner of war. His awards for his Navy service include the Navy Commendation medal, two Purple Hearts and the Distinguished Flying Cross.

After winning the 1987 South Bend mayoral race, Kernan developed cooperative projects with University president Father Edward Malloy that included the South Bend Center for the Homeless, the National Youth Sports Program and Christmas in April, an annual housing rehabilitation effort that involves volunteers from Notre Dame and the South Bend community.

Kernan won the lieutenant governorship in 1996, and in that capacity he serves as president of the state Senate.
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CLASS of 1998 SENIOR FELLOW AWARD

a prof or faculty member who has made a contribution to our class

NOMINATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED

DUE FRIDAY APRIL 3rd

email: class.of.1998@nd.edu Campus Mail: 213 LaFun.

voting takes place when purchasing SR. Week Tix

Call your mom. Tell everyone you're calling your girl.

1-800-COLLECT®
Communists show well in Ukrainian elections

President Leonid Kuchma’s administration and his newly elected allies in parliament urged cooperation Wednesday on economic reforms, saying communists’ strong showing in the vote was a warning from impatient voters. A preliminary but full count of the vote was a warning from impatient leftist who capitalized on stalled reforms against the poor lives they lead today, and falling living standards also won seats.

Communists in the vote was a warning from impatient voters. A preliminary but full count of the vote was a warning from impatient leftists who capitalized on stalled reforms against the poor lives they lead today, and falling living standards also won seats.
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But the man who left a legacy of the very end. He invented the plushly padded, rocking-and-reclining chair, and he died in the age of

Edwin Shoemaker lived the La-Z-Boy life to the very end. He invented the plushly padded, rocking-and-reclining chair, and he died in the age of

Each was in no way ready to lounge around - he had to be busy.

“A meaningful quantity of people voted against the poor lives they lead today, and this is a good warning for those conducting a policy of reforms in this country,” said President Leonid Kuchma’s administration chief, Yevhen Kushnaryov. “People must see results,” Kushnaryov said.
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Hey You Seniors Out There!
Jim Lies, C.S.C.

Well, we’ve entered the home stretch. I wish I could provide here some pearl of wisdom that could make these final days at Notre Dame all that you would have them be. There won’t prove enough time in each day, especially as the weather improves, to spend with friends and to visit those places on this campus which mean the most to you... much less study!

As I think back, oh so long ago, on my waning days at the University of St. Thomas in St. Paul, what I remember most are the late nights spent with those who had come to mean so much to me over the years. The gatherings I remember with particular fondness weren’t the occasions when we happened into one another as we often did in the places we normally frequented. It was those intentional times, those times that we went out of our way to gather and to do something special together, that I remember most now. As our days together grew fewer we found ourselves particularly attentive to just such gatherings... an overnight at the lakeside cottage of one of our number... a Mass that we coordinated with a priest friend at one of the off-campus houses... a walk with a friend on the meandering paths beside the Mississippi which borders the campus.

I remember one night in particular which seems almost corny in the retelling but which meant the world to me then... and does still. Eight of us who had been particularly close during our years together at St. Thomas decided that we weren’t going to leave that place without ritualizing in some way all that we had known together and to celebrate all the ways that we had grown together. Although we were all busy folks, the reality of our imminent departure compelled us to make the time that we seemed never to have. Our schedules dictated that we would gather very late and very local. We settled on a weekend night in late April. We decided that we would head to the other side of the river by car and then wade out to a large sandbar which was easily accessed from that side and which had always beckoned us from the campus side... however much the signs to the contrary might have discouraged more timid spirits.

It was Midnight before we arrived with our provisions and a guitar in tow. We settled into a large circle, stoked up a small, albeit illegal, campfire and proceeded to remember, and to sing and to pray. We didn’t really have an agenda, and I don’t remember that any one of us felt particularly competent to lead prayer, but we just knew that it was what we had to do... we knew it was, somehow, the men and women we had become over the years together. We had become people who knew that we were somehow bound up not only with each other, but with God... and because of God. As we entertained... and feared... life beyond the community that we had come to know and love, we knew ourselves to need something more than each other to sustain and nurture us... and in some sense, something more than ourselves to keep us together. We were headed in a variety of directions... to great professional opportunities, to the Peace Corps, to professional and graduate schools... and to unemployment. We talked and we laughed and we cried... and as the sun was peaking up in the eastern sky we each took time to pray aloud for one another and for those things which most consumed our minds and our hearts on that early spring morning.

There was nothing particularly noteworthy about this gathering other than the fact that it happened... that eight people took a little time to be together and to mark the holiness of their days together. It will surely go unnoted in the recorded history of human events, but for those of us who were there it is one of the more memorable moments of our young lives. There is irony in the fact that the moment during which we gathered to remember all that mattered most to us has become the moment we most remember. I’ll close by simply urging each of you to attend to just such moments. Think twice before you say yet again that you’re just too busy or that you don’t have enough time... it’s all the time you’ve got.

Jim Lies, C.S.C.

### Calendar of Events

**LOVE: It Had to be You**  
**Thursday, April 2**  
Presenter: Rev. Paul Doyle, C.S.C.  
The love that brings together man and woman is rooted in God’s tender love  
Notre Dame Faculty and Staff  
Music: Voices of Faith

**LOVE: I’ll Be There For You**  
**Monday, April 6**  
Presenter: Rev. Michael Baxter, C.S.C.  
Friendship is the instrument by which God reveals God’s deep and abiding love for us.  
Department of Theology Faculty and Students  
Music: Cotermporary Choir

**Palm/Passion Sunday**  
**Laetare Sunday**

**Weekend Presiders**  
**at Sacred Heart Basilica**  
**Saturday, April 4**  
5:00 p.m.  
Rev. James E. McDonald, C.S.C.

**Sunday, April 5**  
10:00 a.m.  
Rev. Edward A. Malloy, C.S.C.  
12:00 noon  
Rev. David J. Scheildler, C.S.C.

**Vespers**  
**Sunday, April 5**  
7:15 p.m.  
Sr. Maureen Minihane, C.S.C.

**Scripture Readings**

1st Reading: Isaiah 50:4-7
2nd Reading: Philippians 2:6-11
Prof tells of Madeleva’s career

By JACKIE HENSler
News Writer

Saint Mary’s College students gathered Tuesday evening in Haggar Parlor to hear Gail Mandell, professor of humanistic studies, speak about Sister Madeleva as a leadership figure.

“Leadership doesn’t occur in a vacuum,” Mandell said. “You can be a leader in different ways and in different stages of your life.”

Mandell described Madeleva’s life to the audience and explained the history of her time.

Madeleva drove the Saint Mary’s community to higher depths in 1934 upon taking Mary’s community to higher positions during one of its darkest periods, the Great Depression.

Mandell said. In this time, there were troubles with the faculty and student body, and Madeleva was bombarded with problems, according to Mandell.

"Sister Madeleva was called upon to be the next president of Saint Mary’s College, a position she did not want to undertake," Mandell noted.

But she took the position as the new College president with full force. First, she decided not to bring the economic status of the school to the fore.

Instead, she decided that a library must be built to insure credibility as a "Sister Madeleva wanted a library," Mandell said. "She resolved to send the Sisters to school for more education."

Mandell emphasized that Madeleva lightened the regulations, even relaxing a campus ban on smoking.

"She had to deal with criticism from faculty, staff and students," Mandell said of Madeleva.

Mandell highlighted Madeleva’s impressive leadership role at Saint Mary’s, which included developing a theology department, implementing racial diversity, building a cultural oasis known as Foreau Hall and developing a vision for the College.

This vision forwarded the movement of a Christian culture to create a humanistic studies tract, the program was the first of its kind. Madeleva’s vision for Saint Mary’s future started small but grew to great heights. She became the voice of change. Mandell explained.

"Sister Madeleva wanted to elicit a civilization," said Mandell. "The things she built in terms of a sacred ground and holy place for Saint Mary’s students were their ultimate goals."

Mandell stressed that the Saint Mary’s community still has to deal with some of the same worries Madeleva faced in her time. Tuition is continuing to rise for private education and debts are increasing.

"Yesterday’s thinking revolved around integration of a racially diverse college," Mandell said. "Today’s thinking relies on what we should do about gays and lesbians."

She suggested that the answer may lie in creating leaders within the college that stress academic success as well as leadership qualities by relying on Madeleva’s example.

Doctors communicate health issues of aging

By TOM ENRIGHT
News Writer

Dr. Katherine Look and Jerry Hochstetler addressed medical issues related to aging in men and women in the third segment of a six-part mini-medical series yesterday.

While Look discussed issues of menopause, breast cancer and heart disease in women, Hochstetler focused on prostate problems in men and possible treatments for male impotence.

"I want all of you to know that hormones can also help you prevent disease," the Indiana University professor of obstetrics and gynecology said while discussing the use of hormones to decrease the effects of menopause.

Look also explained that family history, cigarette smoking and obesity all increased a woman’s risk for heart disease.

"Heart disease is a more common problem than breast cancer," Unfortunately the media tends to consider it more a man’s disease," she said.

Look finally discussed women’s risks of developing osteoporosis and examined the use of estrogen replacement therapy to treat problems ranging from hot flashes to depression. She recommended the use of various types of pills and anti-depressant to treat these menopausal symptoms.

Look advocated exercise and a healthy diet to minimize both osteoporosis and artery disease. But despite preventative measures, Look noted that about 230,000 women will succumb to breast cancer this year.

Hochstetler, a practicing urologist from Elkart, Ind., focused on the male prostate and problems that could arise from it. After explaining that the prostate grows with the onset of puberty, Hochstetler listed the symptoms of various forms of prostatitis and discussed various treatments.

"With the population growing older, cost becomes a major factor," he noted. Hochstetler also focused on alpha blockers, which seem to decrease the symptoms of prostate problems by 45 per cent. He recognized, however, that sometimes treatment is not the best course.

"Sometimes therapy is more problematic than the problem itself," Hochstetler said.

Prostate cancer is another problem that men face, according to Hochstetler. He emphasized the option of waiting under careful observation as well as radiation therapy, surgery and hormone therapy for more serious cases. Each form of treatment, he said, carries its own advantages and possible complications.

Hochstetler closed his lecture by discussing the causes and possible solutions to male impotence. He explained that treatments can include the use of medications, vacuum erectile devices and injections.

Next week, the series will focus on primal emotions and will feature two speakers, including E. Mar Cummings of Notre Dame’s psychology department.

The Observer/Manuela Hernandez
Gail Mandell, professor of humanistic studies at Saint Mary’s College, spoke Tuesday about the role of Sister Madeleva, a former president, in the College’s history.

1998 N.A.A.C.P. Image Awards Ceremony

Presenting The: Athlete of The Year Community Service Award Erskine Peters Award Freshman of The Year Senior of The Year

Plus Performances By: Blackburn African Dance Troupe, Alika Bryant, Vibe, Voices Of Faith, and many more...

Friday April 3 8:00 p.m. Lafortune Ballroom

$3 Donation Accepted At The Door

Got something to say? Use Observer classifieds.

How did my picture get in here?

Tunup an It Late Spring Donkey Happy 22nd Birthday Shawn Earn

★ The Most Affordable Student Housing ★

Campus View Apartments

One & Two Bedroom Apts Available for the ‘98-‘99 School Year

Summer Rentals June-August. (Check our summer storage specials)

• Furnished/central air • Flexible lease plans
• All utilities included • Shuttle to campus city
• Indoor pool/spa • More info: 272-144
• Tennis, volleyball, & • Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 10-3
basketball courts 24 hour laundry.
Puerto Rico may vote in statehood plebiscite

By BILL UNIOWSKI Assistant News Editor

The recent passage of a House bill allowing Puerto Rican self-determination has brought the possibility of Puerto Rican statehood to the forefront.

The bill (HB656) narrowly passed by a 209-208 vote and calls for a plebiscite of the Puerto Rican people to choose between statehood, independence or its current commonwealth status.

This issue brings Puerto Rican Governor Pedro Rossello, a 1966 Notre Dame graduate, into increased prominence as a member of the pro-statehood New Progressive Party.

"The governor supports the bill because it could end leading to statehood, but its more because this allows for government by consent," said George Shelton, director of communications for the Puerto Rican Federal Affairs Administration.

"The bill must now pass the Senate and be signed by the President, but because of the close margin in the house, the bill may become a low priority and be held up indefinitely," he added.

"The ironic difference between the House and Senate is that we had support from the leadership of both parties, but had to convince the rank and file," Shelton said. "But in the Senate, though rank and file support need to convince the leadership.

"While at Notre Dame, Rossello majored in chemistry and was selected as a scholar athlete as a member of the varsity tennis team. He went on to graduate from medical school at Yale University in 1970.
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Theobroma cacao continues to flood the streets of America. General Janet some weeks ago, in the war against drugs by Attorney that may be the most dangerous and borders, but something far more com­

innocent exterior of the tree belies a nearly Pampuch ally, and the resulting reddish-brown pod contains seeds that resemble almonds and are purple or ofT-white in color. The chemical makeup with the highest con­

centration of in any consumable plant in leaves and pink flowers. The perennial Americaness, it had its beginnings in the world.

Aztec empire of Mexico. Aztecs to grow cocoa. In its finest form, it was (to quote the manuscripts of time) "foamy, reddish, bitter with chili water, aro­

and wild bee honey." Worship of Quetzalcotl figured prominently in Aztec religion, god of creation and agriculture who was also associated with chocolate. One myth"organs that Quetzalcoatl was forced to leave his land by another god but left a legacy too forever enjoyed by his wor­

shippers — the cocoa tree. Christine Columbus had carried chocolate seeds back to Spain with him years earlier, but it was not until Cortes introduced the drink and the process of making it to the Spanish court that it became the sensation that it is today. The Spanish added sugar and honey to what was otherwise a bitter liq­

laid and used it as their own, making it a drink so highly regarded that it was reserved only for members of the royal court.

Spain managed to guard the secret of chocolate for nearly a hundred years. In 1615 a Spanish princess married Louis XVII of France and in a fit of love (or perhaps revenge) slipped word of chocolate out across Europe: from France to England, Italy, Germany, Austria and Switzerland. It first immigrated to American shores in 1765. Strangely, until 150 years ago, chocolate was always drunk and never eaten. Dutch, English and American cooking forces conspired to produce chocolate in

night. One ounce of milk chocolate has 5mg of caffeine, as compared to 100-150 mg in a cup of coffee.

Scientifically and tastefully, chocolate is pretty good to eat. Historically, it is just as interesting as the conquest of the New World. Chocolate was used to placate Hernan Cortes (The Aztecs mistook him for a god) and brought to the rest of the world after he was fin­

ished destroying their culture. In the grand scheme of things, perhaps the destruction of one of the grandest and
Wormy Ramblings
for Easter

I'd like to demand full student and administrative attention to the SMC Worm Plague of '98. Out of nowhere on Tuesday thousands of these disgusting worms appeared on road and sidewalk all over campus, and I was appalled. The shuttle was transformed from an off-schedule mode of transportation to an off-schedule Worm Crusher From Hell. It was like something out of Exodus. We kept checking the skies for locusts. I mean, there hasn't been a solid worm infestation around here since the Clinton campaign came through in '92.

I waded through the worms with special care, because with the atmosphere being what it has been around here lately I feared an uprising of Student Action if I accidentally collided, spiraled, or munched on one of its residents. Not a student. I then'd be hundreds of members of the Notre Dame Saint Mary's Students For a Democratic Worm Society slapping up signs reading "STOP NON-VETERAN AND NON-EXOSKELETON ANIMAL KILLING" and "WHEN YOU PRAY THE FATHER, DO YOU SAY GIVE US THIS DAY OUR DAILY BREAD — TO EVERYONE BUT THE WORMS?"

organizing rallies at which everyone passes around a petition advocating the right-of-way to worms on all campus sidewalks; and sending approximately 18,000 letters to the Observer, strongly suggesting that we recycle the rapidly biodegradable worm as, say, windsocks.

This brings me to my next obvious point, which is of course my Easter Sunday appearance on national television, when I will be extending my efforts to NBC's San Francisco with a special feature on "Easter at Notre Dame. A Celebration of Hope." The University's Folk Choir served as an excellent backdrop for my pivotal role as a member of the Basilica Choir. If those kids stick with me, they might just get thier own NBC special some day.

I am skeptical, however, that this would be an NBC production. I struggled in from the snow to the Basilica that morning half expecting a gigantic peacock logo draped over the altar and a montage of the sanctuary with an 'Easter Love who could have donated Worship Time-Outs. To my great relief I saw instead classic, choral renditions of Easter Flowers, Illices included, the cost of which probably would buy me at least two textbooks next semester.

The show, when edited, will feature a very moving and entirely faked prayer service. After eight hours of Celebrating Hope, there were signs of the opening hymn, four proclamations of the first reading, two Gospel processions, and three executions of a sprinkling rite, all of which was interspersed with such

Liam Brennan
March 26, 1998

Worms Make Murder Too Easy

I was seriously disturbed by Luke Romer's letter to the editor published April 1. I was the jumping off point in Spirit with April Fool's Day.

Many, including Speaker Newt Gingrich, agree that guns make murder easier than just about any weapon ever. They advocate that they are the only authorized for military use.

Gingrich's argument against gun control states in his Nova ma nisto "To Renew America," "dramatically increasing murder rates of recent years (Nicole Brown Simpson, the Son of Sam, Fred Heim, etc) are committed not with guns but with some of the instruments Ahmad suggests. But as a review of the Speaker's book noted, "It's not the drive-by axe murders we're worried about, Newt!" True, does anyone that a gang-smoothed Unfortunately, the February Valentine's Day Massacre have occurred had the police done their job. And neither would have the Aomeroon incident occurred. Against the premise that guns expedite killing, and limit the number of lives taken intention­

Guns can make murder too easy and it would not decrease its frequency. Much more time and effort would be required in tak­

I hate to see the legislation have to do with the situation in the United States to those in coun­

I am against the idea of making every city have a gun control, stated in his mani­

Ethan Hayward
Washington, DC

The Belle of Saint Mary's

Mary Beth Ellis

O'Hara's Actions Hypocritical, Cays are Targets of Hate

To listen without hear­

I am not certain of the laws governing Notre Dame's campus, but I know that Du Lac does not allow the use of firearms in student housing. How many shootings have occurred at Notre Dame this year? The year before? It looks as if gun control was the last thing on everyone's minds and I don't recall reading any statistics on increased suicides or shootings.

Ethan Hayward
Notre Dame Class of 1997

Washington, DC

Washington, DC
**Out of the Twilight**

**Brandon Williams**

**The KKK Is Coming: What Are You Going To Do About It?**

I believe that Knute Rockne once said, and forgive me if I misquote: "Nobody, and I mean nobody, comes into our house and pushes us around." Well, guess whose coming to our house. That's right, its even more evil than that. It is the Ku Klux Klan. This year they will be lurk into the traditional and oh-so-stylish white hood and robe as they usher in the Halloween spirit a little early for the proud people of Elkhart.

In case you are still having doubts about participating in this rally, you might be interested to know that Notre Dame has a long history of combating the Klan. The reason they are going to Elkhart instead of South Bend is because every time they have come here Notre Dame students have run them out of town. Literally. I have read articles from the 1920s where Klan members complain about getting beat and being forcibly removed from South Bend by the Notre Dame "papists." I have heard stories about Notre Dame students who met the Klan members as they got off a train to attend a rally in town. They got along less than cordial. One other time, the Klan came to town (you would think they would have learned) virtually the entire student body skipped class. It didn't take long for Fr. Cavanaugh, then President of Notre Dame, to figure out where his students had gone. He barely prevented an all out brawl between his kidnapped students and the Klan — and I mean barely. I have even heard stories about priests pitting the students on the back of a train before they would be forced to leave.

Alas, the days of settling things with one's fists (and a baseball bat or two) are gone. I don't think the South Bend police, Catholic or not, would hesitate to arrest us nowadays. However, we can still carry on this Notre Dame tradition, a tradition as proud as any other.

We can carry on this tradition by joining together in unity and prayer to make our voices heard for things like brotherhood, freedom, equality, justice and, especially at our school, 'Free at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!'

To quote Dr. King again, "Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere." That is true even if that injustice comes from Elkhart, Indiana and even if it comes from a group as pitifully ignorant and archaic as the Ku Klux Klan. Notre Dame, let's get together for a little prayer, love, unity and justice. If we all come together we should be enough to at least make the Klan's rally look anti-climactic. And if we are lucky, maybe we can even get them to return the favor.

As the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. said: "We can carry on this tradition by joining together in unity and prayer to make our voices heard for things like brotherhood, freedom, equality, justice and, especially at our school, 'Free at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!'"
concert review

Tahinis and McGees

by Dave Clark

The Skalcoholiks have probably one of the wildest original and fun live shows in the last five years at this University. The stage energy of the band is at times amazing. But in the creation of their debut album, the band faced the daunting task of translating that live stage presence into studio recording sessions. While they are not able to capture the crazy outfits and on-stage antics of a show, they have done so on their debut album.

The rhythm section of bassist Joe Cruz, drummer Noah Bittner and guitarist Mike Bechtel are possibly the tightest group that has existed on this campus. Their driving ska beats got the crowd moving in every time that they take the stage. This solid rhythmic style runs through this CD making it a perfect choice for dancing at parties.

The jump beats keep the energy moving right through this collection of their songs. There is even a period of time at the end of the CD where lead singer Tim Rovers and Cruz make some absurd comments to the people listening to the CD. But the real thing that makes this disc is the sound quality. The equalization makes it so that you can hear every word that they say. Every note that the horn section belts out and, most importantly, no one element of the band really dominates the other.

Overall, this CD is probably one of the best put out by a campus band in the five years that this writer has been here. If you're interested, they are holding a release party today out on the Quad. Go by, pick up the CD and enjoy it yourself.

by Matthew Loughran

Skalcoholiks: "look at all this junkfood..."

Gene Michael Productions

by Geoff Rahie

ATTENTION ND BANDS

Want to be included in the campus band gig list? No problem. Simply write to blaylock98@hotmail.com about future shows and news about your band.
concert review

Ska-tacular Skatalites

by Matt Buttell

A young theologian meditates and reflects on the Skatalites, the original pioneers of ska. This past two releases have garnered Grammy nominations, and their current release Fail of Fire is surely bearded for a third. The ska beat was invented by percussionist Lloyd Knibb and bassist Lloyd Irving. Both were in trademark form, Brett sported his signature floppy hat and dreadlocks, and Knibb pounding away with a smile on his face. Tenor saxophonist Roland Alphonso and alto saxophonist Lester Sterling, both original members of the band, guided it through a set of Skatalites standards, including "Eastern Standard Time," "Freedom Sounds," "Latin Goes Ska," and "Phoenix City.

Ms. Schaeffer joined the band for two love songs, "You're Wondering Now" and "Can't You See." Her defiant voice pleaded for understanding, and the instrumentalists displayed that they can play the role of showband as well as ska jazz ensemble. Despite many squawks and shaky notes (that seem to enhance the sound more than anything else), The Skatalites demonstrated to the enthusiastic crowd just why they remain the definitive ska act.

The Skatalites

ensemble from Fresno, CA, that has significantly contributed in shaping 90s ska. Their fifty minute set was a spectacular voyage through their two original Moon Records releases, Music to Bowl By and Mr. Twist. The Skatalites performance was a whirlwind of old school horns, instrumentals and third wave stylings, beginning with a soaring rendition of Groover's "Harem" that woke the capacity crowd from its slumber.

As LGB broke down, this reviewer stealthily relocated to the back stage area, where ska founders the Skatalites were posing for a publicity shoot. She was elated, so much so that fifteen years since the band has begun to receive the international attention it has long deserved. After 1995's Different Class topped charts around the world many expected the follow-up to follow the same path of progressive pop, but This Is Hardcore pushes the pop envelope far beyond Different Class.

Many of the albums tracks feature Cocker's sultry voice atop beautiful droning guitar, yet they manage to create a sound completely different from more complacent pop groups. On "Help the Aged" we are encouraged to revel in our youth and respect our elders as they will soon be gone and we will soon be them. Seldom is such a topic brought up in the Dorian Grey world of pop music, and never before has it been dealt with so well.

The album's finest cut is the title track "This Is Hardcore." Based around a Peter Thomas Sound Orchestra sample, it forms a wonderfully energetic yet mellow ode to love in an X-rated movie. Nearing its completion, the album treats us to an X-rated movie. Nearing it's completion, the album treats us to an X-rated movie.
St. Louis
Marketing/Promotions - Aggressive, day a week (part day) and some weekend interns@interactivehq.org

Call

Babysitter needed for int'l Coming Back for TAIWAN Students! wages to motivated individuals. Referee Richard Trottier called Vancouver's Mattias Ohlund last week.

Los Angeles, which has lost three of four at 10 on the power play, was 2-for-9 in the same situation. Brian Rolston was called 144 minutes in penalties in the game, which included three fights and five misconducts.

Brown gave Huska a two-goal lead for Los Angeles handed Buffalo three consecutive power-play opportunities in the second period.

The Penguins had beaten the Senators in each of the last six home games, including a 3-0 win Wednesday night. The Penguins had beaten the Senators in each of the last six home games, including a 3-0 win Wednesday night.

Sanderson and took a hard slap shot on the Kings' net and hit Miroslav Studenek's glove hand, which broke his hand. Sanderson cleaned up the rebound and jammed the puck into the short side.

The Sabres were getting severely out-played until Audette gave them a 1-0 lead on a shot that rebounded off a point in the first period when he scored off a rebound on the power play.

Brian Rolston had the puck behind the Kings' net and hit Miroslav Studenek's glove hand, which broke his hand. Sanderson cleaned up the rebound and jammed the puck into the short side. The Sabres were getting severely out-played until Audette gave them a 1-0 lead on a shot that rebounded off a point in the first period when he scored off a rebound on the power play.

Robin Bobo placed the second period and Patrick Marleau broke the 1-1 tie with the help of a screen. Marleau one-timed Bernie Nicholls pass from behind the net after Marcus Ragnestrom beat Jaromir Jagr to the puck at the point. Pittsburgh Defender Darius Kaspariitis gave up the puck behind the net to lead to Marleau's goal.

NHL

Dominator blanks Kings to record 13th shutdown

BUFFALO, N.Y. — Dominic Hasek made 37 saves and handed the Sabres their leading 13th straight win on Wednesday night. Hasek hit a 2-9 lead in the first two periods before winning his fourth in five games. Curtis Brown and Alexei Zhitnik had the other goals. Open-ice hit made it easy in losing his goals-against average to 2.11. He finally took away Los Angeles' power play by himself and was steady throughout the third period. The Sabres sealed the third in four games and sixth in his last 15.
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Ripken's grand slam gives Orioles win over Royals
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Baltimore Orioles' Cal Ripken's eighth career grand slam capped a five-run first inning that lifted Baltimore past the Kansas City Royals 10-1 Wednesday night, the Orioles' first win under manager Ray Miller.

Lenny Webster hit two solo homers and Jeffrey Hammond had one for the Orioles, whose five hits in the first matched their total Tuesday in a 4-1 sea­son-opening loss to the Royals.

Scott Erickson pitched a four­hitter for his 100th career vic­tory. The right-hander struck out five and walked one to improve his major-league record to 100-83. It was his 31st career complete game.

The only run against Erickson came on a solo homer by Davey Johnson in November, last won a game as a major­league manager in 1986 with the Minnesota Twins. He then served as a pitching coach for 11 years before being hired to manage the Orioles.

Baltimore wasted little time scoring five hits in the first inning that lifted Baltimore past the Kansas City Royals 10-1 Wednesday night, the Orioles' first win under manager Ray Miller.

Ripken, who drove in four runs, both career­highs, Wednesday night to help the Chicago Cubs earn their first victory, 10-3 over the Florida Marlins.

Orioles won in Kansas City with an ERA of 2.59. The right-hander's 11 strike­outs were the most by a Cubs pitcher since Kevin Foster had 13 on Sept. 27, 1995, against St. Louis.

The right-hander's 11 strike­outs were the most by a Cubs pitcher since Kevin Foster had 13 on Sept. 27, 1995, against St. Louis. Clark's previous career high was 10 strikeouts on Aug. 28 last year against Florida.

Florida's Cliff Floyd greeted Ripken's eighth career grand slam places him in sole possession of second place behind Eddie Murray on the team's all-time list.

Rod Beck made his debut for the Cubs, allowing an RBI single by Greg Zunino in the ninth.
Walker leads Celtics to victory

Associated Press

ORLANDO, Fla. - Antoine Walker had 18 points and 13 rebounds and Boston forced eight Orlando turnovers in the fourth quarter to beat the Magic 98-87 Wednesday night.

Dana Barros scored 17 points for the Celtics, who won for the third time in their last 13 games. Walter McCarty scored 11 of his 13 points for Boston in the fourth quarter.

Nick Anderson, who missed Orlando's three previous games, scored 18 points for the Magic. Derek Strong added 17 points and Horace Grant 16 for Orlando, which committed 13 turnovers.

The Celtics dominated the boards in the first half and took a 45-40 lead despite committing 12 turnovers.

Boston increased its lead to 57-47 on Walker's 3-pointer, but consecutive dunks by Bo Outlaw and Strong sparked an 11-2 run that cut the Celtics' lead to 59-58. That was as close as the Magic got in the second half.

They started the fourth period with four straight turnovers, giving the Celtics each of them to take a 72-60 lead. Walker McCarty and Greg Minor combined to score 12 straight points for Boston.

The Magic didn't get their first field goal of the final period until Outlaw's putback with 6:25 left. They trailed 80-67 at that point and never got the deficit under 10 points.

CAVALIERS 92, PISTONS 90

Shawn Kemp had 26 points and 14 rebounds, and Brendan Knight added 14 points and 15 assists to lead the Cleveland Cavaliers in a 92-90 victory over the stumbling Detroit Pistons on Wednesday night.

The victory kept the Cavs' 1 1/2 games ahead of the Atlanta Hawks in the battle for the fifth playoff spot in the Eastern Conference.

The Pistons, who must pass three teams in the standings to make the playoffs, lost their fourth straight.

Detroit's Jerry Stackhouse was ejected in the closing seconds after getting into a pushing match with Knight. The confrontation started after Knight grabbed a rebound and was fouled hard by Stackhouse.

Kemp came off the bench during the Cavs' 13-10 run to end the fourth quarter. That was the last time Detroit led.

The victory kept Cleveland's slim playoff hopes alive. The Cavaliers are 10 1/2 games behind the Atlanta Hawks, who hold the fifth playoff spot.

Cleveland still led by one point early in the fourth until Detroit went on an 8-0 run capped by Dallas' 3-pointer. That gave the Pistons a 75-68 lead with 8:15 to go.

Detroit then went scoreless for several minutes, however, and Knight's driving layup tied the game at 75 with 4:50 left.

Cleveland took a 81-82 lead on a 9-0 run in which Ron Harper scored the final 7 points.

After Hill missed a shot in the lane, Wesley Person hit a 3-pointer to put the Cavs up by four.

Walker, who missed two free throws, Kemp hit a pair from the line to give Cleveland a six-point lead with 1:05 remaining.

Tampa Bay sees first ray of light with 11-8 victory

Associated Press

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. - The expansion Tampa Bay Devil Rays are on the verge of their first victory in team history Wednesday night.

RBI singles from Fred McGriff and Jose Canseco and a two-run homer by Robin Ventura propelled Tampa Bay past the Cleveland Indians, 11-8.

McGriff doubled home a run in the first inning, added an RBI single in a four-run fourth and capped the night with two-run single in the seventh, driving in runs scored by Moehler and Greg McCall.

The Devil Rays scored three runs in the seventh inning, allowing a one-out RBI single by Bobby Higginson and run-scoring double by Frank Castillo.

The ninth, allowing a one-out RBI single to Joe Randa before striking out Joe Oliver and getting Frank Catalanotto to foul out with two runners on base.

The Tigers, who led 11-0 Tuesday, took a 3-0 lead this time on an RBI single by Bobby Iglesias and run-scoring doubles by Clark and Gonzalez, who had three RBIs and now has five in two games.

The Devil Rays came back, though, with two runs in the first and took their first lead at 6-3 with a four-run fourth. The Devil Rays batted around in the inning as Wade Boggs, McGriff, Miguel Cairo and Kevin Stocker drove in runs.

Cairo's RBI broke a 3-3 tie, and Boggs followed with his run-scoring single to chase Moehler.
DeBartolo may soon regain leadership of his 49ers

Associated Press

SANTA CLARA, Calif—The tangled 49ers' ownership picture appears to be clearing and it looks familiar — Eddie DeBartolo could soon regain control of the club and possibly install Bill Walsh and Joe Montana in the front office.

The odd man out may be team president Carmen Policy.

"There definitely is a move afoot for Eddie to get the team back," one club source said Wednesday, speaking on condition of anonymity.

The moves could bring order back to a team wracked by organizational disarray for months. Last December, DeBartolo, facing the threat of a gambling fraud indictment, resigned as 49ers chairman and CEO and turned over operational control of the team to his sister and Policy.

The plans to transfer ownership hinge on whether the NFL approves a deal by which DeBartolo would gain full ownership of the franchise in return for giving up his share in the family-owned Edward DeBartolo Corp., Sports Illustrated reported. It added that the deal could be finalized this week.

Walsh, who coached the 49ers to three Super Bowl wins and has served as a consultant the past two years, might replace Policy, who won four Super Bowls as the team's starting quarterback.

"The way I understand it is that it is more of a paperwork transaction," DeBartolo's brother-in-law, Buzz Papalia, told the San Francisco Examiner. "I think he has agreed to give up his share of the DeBartolo corporation in exchange for her interest in the team."

DeBartolo and his sister, Denise DeBartolo York, own equal parts of the Youngstown, Ohio-based real estate development company, the nominal owner of the 49ers.

Following DeBartolo's departure, there were reports of a family feud and DeBartolo was said to owe nearly $50 million to the DeBartolo Corp. York put on hold plans to build a stadium-mall to replace aging 3Com Park, citing concerns over huge construction overruns.

DeBartolo had vowed to build it after city voters last summer narrowly approved a $100 million bond to help finance its construction but the project remains in limbo.
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College Basketball

Tarkanian finally settles NCAA dispute

Associated Press

LAS VEGAS

Jerry Tarkanian's long and bitter dispute with the NCAA is all but over.

Tarkanian, branded an outlaw basketball coach the past two decades, will receive $2.5 million from the NCAA on Thursday. Sources familiar with the case said he will also receive a conciliatory statement from the organization.

Settlement of the 7-year-old suit was reached one month before it was to go on trial in Las Vegas, the city where he coached for almost 20 years. Tarkanian had contended the NCAA targeted his teams and made up evidence to try to run him out of coaching.

"They can never, ever, make up for all the pain and agony they caused me," Tarkanian said Wednesday, speaking by phone from Fresno, Calif., where he coaches the Fresno State team.

"All I can say is that for 25 years they beat the hell out of me."

While not admitting liability, the statement from the NCAA will say the organization regrets the dispute, which began 26 years ago when Tarkanian was still coaching at Long Beach State, the sources said, speaking on conditions of anonymity.

The NCAA declined comment on the settlement, saying executives under Cedric Dempsey would talk about it Thursday.

Tarkanian's attorney, Terry Gibbs, said the case will go to trial May 18 when he was approached about a settlement a few weeks ago by the NCAA.

Gibbs said testimony from former players, officials and lawyers would have shown that, except for one minor infraction, the NCAA had no evidence to back up its charges given to basketball programs at Long Beach and UNLV.

"We felt very confident about our case for seven years," Gibbs said. "I told Jerry and Lois that the day we were in the courtroom picking a jury was the day we were beginning to win the case."

It was a second suit Tarkanian had filed against the NCAA. The first one ended when a divided Supreme Court ruled in 1988 that Tarkanian could not sue because the athletic body acted as a private organization and not with government authority.

"I'm just glad it's over with," Tarkanian said. "You fight an organization that big and that strong and hope to survive. But I knew I would never give up."

Sources said the NCAA statement, in addition to expressing regret over the long battle, will also say the agency now has more understanding of Tarkanian's position and that the case has changed the enforcement process for the better.

It will also say the NCAA wants to go forward with a clean slate, thinks Tarkanian is an excellent basketball coach and wants the wounds to heal.

The NCAA fought the Tarkanian suit from its inception, trying unsuccessfully to get it moved out of Las Vegas, where NCAA attorneys said jurors would be biased on Tarkanian's behalf.

Tarkanian's fight with the NCAA first reached the courts after the UNLV program was put on two years' probation in 1977 for what the NCAA termed "questionable recruiting practices."

The NCAA ordered UNLV to suspend Tarkanian for two years at the time, but Tarkanian obtained a court order blocking the action.

Tarkanian then sued the NCAA, beginning litigation that ended when the Supreme Court threw out the case.

Tarkanian's last season at UNLV also ended under an NCAA cloud when UNLV was banned from postseason play and live television appearances because of alleged rules violations.

This past season at Fresno was a particularly rough one for Tarkanian because of player arrests and suspensions and public scrutiny.

Freshman left-handed pitcher Jennifer Sharon has given opposing batters problems all season.

Softball
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to the schedule on Tuesday as a doubleheader. While the second game was called due to rain, the first game was a huge success for the Irish, who won 6-2.

After the home team took a quick 2-0 lead in the bottom of the first inning, the Crusaders tied the game with one run apiece in the second and third. In the fourth inning, the visitors loaded the bases with one out, but grounded into a double play in their next at-bat. In the fifth, sophomore Tara King hit a two-out, two-run double to drive in Amy Laboe and Sarah Mathison for the winning runs. Freshman Lizzy Lemire then singled in King, and later scored on a double by catcher Kris McClear.

Nichols earned the win to improve her record to 4-0 on the season, while Valpo's Jill Campbell took the loss. The win boosts Notre Dame's record to 13-16 and snaps a two-game road skid. Valparaiso fell to 3-10 on the season.

"We really played well out there," King remarked on the victory. "We got to an early lead, which helps out our pitching staff a lot, and then came back in the end to win it."

The next clash between the Irish and the Crusaders, barring the weather, is scheduled for today at 4:30 p.m. at Iby Field.
Continue the Lenten journey with...

Three Nights, Four Loves

Three evenings of prayer, reflection, and discussion on love.

"The human loves can be glorious images of Divine love."

-C.S. Lewis

Monday, March 30

Love: All in the Family
The unconditional love that unites parent and child, brother and sister creates the bond that is family.

Presenters: Mrs. Audrey Brosnan, Siena Heights College and Notre Dame students. Music provided by Coro Primavera

Thursday, April 2

Love: It Had to be You
The love that brings together man and woman is rooted in God's tender love.

Presenters: Rev. Paul Doyle, C.S.C., Rector of Dillon Hall and Notre Dame faculty and staff. Music provided by Voices of Faith

Monday, April 6

Love: I'll Be There For You
Friendship is the instrument by which God reveals God's deep and abiding love for us.

Presenters: Rev. Michael Baxter, C.S.C., Department of Theology and Notre Dame staff and students. Music provided by members of the Contemporary Choir

Morrissey Manor Chapel
7:00-8:30 PM

Each session will be an evening of prayer and music, presentation, reflection and discussion. Refreshments will be served. Students are welcome to attend all three sessions or as many of the three they can attend.
Hockey takes to the field

By TIM CASEY
Sports Writer

Despite being the newest official club sport on campus, the field hockey program has been very successful in its early existence.

The team has attracted experienced field hockey players and blended them with novice players to create a solid team. A good number of the players were captains of their high school teams and received scholarship offers from other colleges before choosing Notre Dame.

Field Hockey was a varsity sport until being dropped about 10 years ago. There has been an unofficial team until this winter, when field hockey was approved by student activities. It is now recognized by RecSports as an official team.

Junior Maureen Hoover was instrumental in getting the team started. In the fall, she led a group which posted signs around campus promoting their sport and, with 63 members, helped form one of the biggest teams on campus.

This year, Hoover serves as the co-president of the team along with sophomore Stephanie Frigon. Freshman Liza Naticchia is the vice-president and will eventually take over as president.

Hoover was very impressed with the turnout: "The interest around campus is great to see. The sport of field hockey has gained popularity in the past few years which helped us recruit the number of players that we did."

Kristy Fleming, a member of the admissions department, continues to help out the team despite graduating two years ago. When Fleming was a freshman, she served as captain of the team.

This past weekend, the team hosted their first tournament, termed the "Irish Classic." Indiana University and a club team from Illinois called Northshore played in the event along with two squads from Notre Dame. The tournament was played in a round-robin format with each of the teams playing each other, with the top two teams advancing to the championship game. In the finals, the Notre Dame blue team was victorious over Northshore.

Earlier in the tournament, the blue team scored a 4-1 victory over Indiana. The Irish won the tournament despite not having a goalie. Freshman forward Megan Hector was Notre Dame's leading scorer on the weekend, tallying four goals.

The team practices Mondays and Wednesdays at Stepan fields and during the winter inside the Loftus Center. They have had trouble practicing due to conflicts with varsity practices, but have still had most of the team show up when practices are held.

This dedication has been an integral part of the success of the team.

"The players are all very dedicated people," Hoover said. "We've had most of our practices at around 10:30 at night during the winter at Loftus. We all love the game which has made the team such a success."

The future looks bright for the team after the success of this inaugural season. Hoover encourages all students to play and has high hopes for the future of the program.

"Any undergrad or grad student is more than welcome to play," she said. "Even players who have never picked up a stick are more than welcome. It's a great sport and our eventual goal is to become a varsity sport in the future."
Irish pitchers hold Western Michigan to four hits

By DAN CICHALSKI
Senior Staff Writer

It wasn't the prettiest game, but the Irish did have one thing going for them - pitching.

Five Notre Dame pitchers held Western Michigan to one run on four hits Wednesday in an 8-1 victory at Eck Stadium.

"Everyone who pitched today, it was their day to throw anyway," head coach Paul Mainieri said. "We just let them get their workout during the game. They helped us win."

Alex Shilliday, Tim Kalita, Chris McKown and Scott Cavey each threw two innings for the Irish, and Aaron Heilman pitched the ninth. The staff combined for 14 strikeouts, surpassing the season-high 13 against Loyola University on Valentine's Day.

Notre Dame averages 8.4 strikeouts per nine innings, which places it fourth in team history.

"It's great we got a lot of strikeouts," Mainieri said. "It was difficult to play defense without them today."

Brock and a wet field delayed the start of the game by 35 minutes. It then let up for the start, but came down steadily during the last three innings.

Western Michigan pitchers, had trouble finding anything in the vicinity of home plate. The Broncos' five pitchers combined for six wild pitches and catcher Joe Seestadt and Rye Lammersdell each had one passed ball.

The wildness began in the first inning. Allen Greene led off the game with a walk, but was then caught stealing on a pickoff play.

Western Michigan starter Brad Block walked J.J. Brock, Jeff Felker and Jeff Wagner to load the bases. He then struck out Brant Ust and got Jeff Perricone to ground out to end the inning without allowing a run.

The Irish capitalized in the second, though, when Alec Porzel led off with a single to left. Todd Frye bunted him to second, and Dan Leatherman ripped a single to right field for a 1-0 lead. A stolen base and wild pitch moved Leatherman to third.

Allen Greene walked, another wild pitch brought Leatherman home and Greene made it from second, and Dan Leatherman led off with a single to left. Todd Frye bunted him to second, and Dan Leatherman ripped a single to right field for a 1-0 lead. A stolen base and wild pitch moved Leatherman to third.
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The lacrosse team will need a strong performance from its midfield to return the Irish to the offensive threat they are capable of.

**Lacrosse**

*Sachire*
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have.

A craving for action seems to have been stirring in the ever-hungry Sachire from the start.

By the time Sachire was six years old, he was hanging balls for hours on end at a basement wall with a sawed-off, wooden-handled racquet.

Although not a sophisticated start, Sachire earned his first victory at age eight and fell in love with the sport.

"It was fun," Sachire said, laughing at the still-vivid memory. "I didn't know what I was doing. I just wanted to play."

That's when Sachire's curiosity about a sport he watched his parents play for leisure became his life-time investment.

He used to practice so relentlessly that this dad, who also served as his coach, would actually force him to take days off.

"My dad's biggest fear was that I'd get burned out," Sachire said. "At the time, I thought what he was doing was so bad. Now I can see he helped keep the desire in me."

The spark lit by his parents has not become a full-blown inferno. Torchng 80 percent of his dual matches opponents this year is not only attributed to his talent, but also to his desire.

"Ryan's a good tennis player," teammate Eric Enloe said. "But his competitiveness is what sets him apart. He wants to win more than any guy he plays." Although Sachire plays singles, it was his team effort that first caught Bayliss' eye at the Western division of the Junior Davis Cup match when Sachire was a high school senior.

"Tennis is such an individual sport," Bayliss said. "I was really impressed when I saw Ryan cheering on his teammates."

Even if his match or an entire tournament has been decided, the lanky player wearing a sweat-stained cap stands near a court to cheer on his best friends until the end.

"His enthusiasm and support rubs off on all our team mates," said Sachire's doubles partner Matt Horsley. "Playing with him the last two years has been such a great experience for me. I've learned from him that the amount of success you have comes with hard work."

Although Sachire's win column is lengthy, his losses are what urge him to keep winning.

"Losses kill me inside," said Sachire. "I show my emotions; I take it seriously. But I think this is a good thing. It makes me even more determined to prevent it from happening the next time."

Despite being focused on the present, one eye still sneaks glances at a future in the pros.

"It's always been a dream of mine," the Ohio native said. "It might be a long shot, but I'm going to give it a legitimate try."

Even though Sachire thinks it's a shot in the dark, it won't be surprising if his future is in the limelight.

"His best tennis is still ahead of him," Bayliss said. "There's a good chance you might see him on T.V. one day. He's carving in the right direction."

Maybe the pros don't know he is coming. But that seems to be the way Sachire likes to arrive — unexpectedly.
Taurus: When the pace picks up at work, adopt a flexible style. Bigging in and holding your position will only cause increased resistance.

Gemini: Let your mind wander today, and be sure to keep talking so that your friends are along for the ride. Plans for the future begin in the strangest places.

Cancer: It becomes clear that not everyone understood the original plan. Certain gaps appear between actual and projected results.

Leo: Nobody is going to agree with you today, so don't even ask. You might end up having fun if you follow someone else's lead for a change.

Virgo: You may be the soul of practicality, but sometimes you could benefit from yielding to sudden impulses. Humanity does not necessarily end in truth and ruin.

Libra: Romance happens on your terms today. Anything is possible, and most of the possibilities are likely to be forge. Use a gentle touch on issues of home and family. Choose your words carefully, and steer clear of certain thoughts. Your loved ones may not agree with your sweeping solutions to their problems.

Sagittarius: This is a wonderful time to connect with many other people. The Internet was made for days like today. Surf with wild abandon, stopping here and there to stir things up in a chat room.

Capricorn: Today is marked by your willingness to take an unusual financial risk. A big return requires substantial investment.

Aquarius: Appearance isn't everything, although you certainly look fantastic today. What really attracts attention at the moment is what you say or do.

"Pieces: Logic does not have much of a place in your activities today. Trying to decipher events as they happen will only be a waste of time. The reality behind all the madness will show itself in a few days.

This Weekend... Acoustie Cafe Thursday, April 2, 9-midnight in the Huddle

Collegiate Jazz Festival April 3 & 4 Stepan Center

Walter Payton Lecture Tuesday April 7 @ 7 pm in Stepan Center Tix on sale now!
Irish take on weather, Valpo

By BILL HART
Notre Dame Assistant Sports Editor

At this point in the season for Notre Dame's softball team, fans have to wonder which is the greater obstacle: the opponent or the weather.

As the Irish head towards the midpoint of the schedule, overcast skies and thunderstorms have given them little chance to improve on their record.

On Tuesday, intermittent rain forced the cancellation of a doubleheader against Western Michigan. Ten days earlier, another rainstorm prematurely ended two games against Toledo. The Irish will get another opportunity to take the field this afternoon, however.

MEN'S LACROSSE

Fighting to turn season around

By ANTHONY BIANCO
Sport Writer

It's do or die time for the Irish. After having dropped three straight games, the men's lacrosse team, now at an even 3-3 on the season and ranked 19th nationally, must go into each contest fighting for the playoffs, fighting for the goals, fighting for the win and fighting for another trip to the NCAA tournament.

But this fighting Irish squad is ready for the challenge, and seeks to prove that today against Ohio State. This is also Notre Dame's second contest for the season in the Great Midwestern Lacrosse League; the first was a 12-6 Irish victory at the hands of Air Force.

The Irish went to work this week in practice focusing on the same elements that lost them their last contest, the 11-7 Hobart win.

"At the end of the day, the little things were our biggest problems," said head coach Kevin Corrigan.

The last contest was lost for the Irish at midfield. Unable to clear the ball up to feed the attack, Hobart kept the ball in their zone, where they worked 11 goals on Irish defense.

"On offense, we haven't been possessing the ball as much," said junior Ben Savage. "We need to value our possessions more.

The team hopes that working on the basics, starting at the midfield, will lead to a harder Irish offensive press against the Buckeyes.

"By focusing on the fundamentals, we'll be able to do everything better," said midfield Dan Butler.

Once the Notre Dame midfield when it plays host to Valparaiso this afternoon.

Despite carrying a disappoint­ ing record into the contest, Notre Dame's pitching staff has tried to keep the team in every ballgame this year. Last season, the team finished with a record of 17-35 overall and 4-6 in the Mid­ Continental Conference; good enough for third place in their division.

"I think they're definite­ ly a team we should beat," senior Kelly Nichols said about the Crusaders. "Their pitching staff isn't overwhelming, so we should be able to score a lot of runs off them. They've got some good hitters, but we should be able to take care of them.

Before the rainout against the Broncos, the Irish traveled to New Jersey to begin their Big East season against divisional rivals Rutgers. After rallying to win the first game 5-4, the team then lost the nightcap 9-2. On Sunday, the Knights became the first team ever to throw a perfect game in the Irish, winning 5-0.

If history proves to be a factor in today's matchup, Notre Dame has an overwhelming 14-2 advantage over Valparaiso, including their last 12 wins. In fact, the Irish have not lost to the Crusaders since 1989, the team's first season.

Today, 4:30 p.m.

Today, 3 p.m.

Indoor Track and Field

Valparaiso at Ohio State

Bowling Green at Florida State

Valparaiso at Ohio State

Track and Field Butler/Miami at Boise State Saturday, 1 p.m.

at William and Mary Saturday, 1 p.m.

at Ohio State Saturday, 1 p.m.

at Boise State Saturday, 1 p.m.

at William and Mary Saturday, 1 p.m.

Sachire volleys his way to top of tennis

By M. SHANNON RYAN
Senior Sports Editor

Nobody was expecting him. Now they pace before he even arrives.

The name prompted a shrug of indifference from opponents prior to last year. But now utter the words "Ryan Sachire," and chances are more than a few knees will wobble.

Coming to Notre Dame slightly unknown, Sachire was just hoping for some playing time. But almost two years later, he has blasted into the national spotlight and now holds the identity of the No. 26 collegiate tennis player.

"Nobody, including myself, thought I'd come in and play No. 1 singles [my freshman year]," said the top man in the No. 24 Irish lineup. "I just wanted to start or at least travel with the team. It was exciting, getting to jump in like that.

Finishing last year as the regional rookie of the year and advancing to the NCAA's singles tournament, Sachire was tagged the season's surprise.

"It was tough last year as a freshman, playing mostly junior doubles," he said. "My opponents would say, "Who's this guy? I've never heard of him. But I tried to use that to my advantage.

And college tennis players around the nation received a chilling introduction to the Irish sensation. This season, Sachire has upheld the weight of that his name carries as well.

With "a high ranking, basically everyone knows me, and they raise their level," he said. "I know that on any given day I can lose because people are gunning for me."

Accustomed to wearing the bullocks logo, few have been able to shoot down Sachire this season.

Sachire's success has become so certain that he can usually be spotted by the wake of destruction he leaves on the court. Dismantling the No. 3 and 14 players in the nation this year, he now boasts a 13-3 record in singles and a 12-2 mark in doubles.

And what else but wins would be expected from someone whose reverence for the game is so deep that he thought in the morning often involves a racquet and a little yellow ball? What's more, there is one person who is so devoted to the game that his answer to a sore shoulder is to play it out.

Everything Sachire does can be summed up in one word: easy.

While he looks at 6-foot-6, delivers a whopping serve of over 110 mph and has one of the most compact ground strokes in college tennis, Sachire's largest weapon is his heart.

"I've always been very competitive," said the two-time Ohio state high school singles champion. "That's what I love about tennis, even today: It's pure competition. Every time I'm out there, I'm giving it all I see SACHIRE / page 22